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Since diamond, a decomposition product of methane,
is denser than hydrogen and hydrocarbons, there
should be gravitational precipitation of diamond
inside giant planets Neptune and possibly Uranus.
However, C2H6 and C4H10 do not precipitate. They
Figure 1. Ama2 (A) and P63⁄mmc (B) structures.

may partly leak into the atmosphere. The complex

transformation products, such as C2H6, C4H10,
diamond and hydrogen, have to be realistically taken
into account in the models of internal evolution and
energetic of these planets. These results have been
submitted to Physical Review Letters.

Fig. 3. Enthalpy curves (relative to our predicted

Cmcm phase) for CH4 as a function of pressure
For this year, we have nearly finished all the
computing time as a quick user account. We plan to
extend the use of RICC system as a quick user since
we have several new topics.
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